Easy Peasy All-in-One Homeschool

Long Division Lapbook Directions
 Division Terms
I would recommend cutting this as one piece. There are directions on the page.
 Long Division Steps
Steps: Divide, Multiply, Subtract, Bring Down
We are assuming exposure to division and an understanding of what division means.
Level 3 introduces division.
 First Thing, Individual Steps, Check Answer
Write the steps out in words. The first thing I need to do is divide. Or think how many
times the divisor goes into the first number in the dividend. Step 2: Multiply my answer
by the divisor and write it underneath the dividend. Step 3: Subtract. Step 4: Bring down
the next number. Then What? Repeat all the steps.
You check the problems by multiplying the divisor by the quotient. It should match the
dividend. You would add the remainder but for now it will always be 0.
 Practice Problems
Attach the 84 to the lapbook. Draw a dividing line. The 84 is your dividend. Lay one of
the numbers in the divisor spot to see where it will go. Attach yarn to your lapbook by
poking holes about 2 inches apart in the divisor spot. String through and tie behind.
(This should be done in the middle section of the lapbook. Do this also in the quotient
spot, but the holes should be 4 inches apart. Do that again right under the 84. And
again below that 2 more times. Place the numbers you cut and folded in the spots to see
where they should go. And mark where you need to poke holes for the yarn to go
through. Or, you could use an exacto knife and slip the numbers through the slits. Also,
see the picture on the next page. The pieces have been updated since then, so they look
a little different now.
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